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In a recent issue of theJournal of American Folklore Bruce Jackson pleads with folklorists themselves of the term "folkloristics" Jackson 1985) . Toward the conclusion of his st he addresses all of us passionately: "Let's abandon this neologism with its pompous a leading suffixes, this clumsy construct that does not propel us into the modern age but makes us appear slightly silly to anyone who knows the English language well" (1985:9 Three reasons have motivatedJackson to write his discourse on "folkloristics": taste, coll self-presentation, and grammar. He finds this neologism unappealing; it damages the pu age of the discipline; and grammatically "folkloristics" is an anomalous constructi In a recent issue of theJournal of American Folklore Bruce Jackson pleads with folklorists themselves of the term "folkloristics" Jackson 1985) . Toward the conclusion of his st he addresses all of us passionately: "Let's abandon this neologism with its pompous a leading suffixes, this clumsy construct that does not propel us into the modern age but makes us appear slightly silly to anyone who knows the English language well" (1985:9 Three reasons have motivatedJackson to write his discourse on "folkloristics": taste, coll self-presentation, and grammar. He finds this neologism unappealing; it damages the pu NOTES viously, the aesthetic basis for choice of words is not arguable; the concern for might well be a projection of one's self-image; but the grammaticalness of a word ca for discussion. Jackson considers "folkloristics" to be "a noun with a double adjecti no existence as a noun in the singular " (1985:99 istics" and other words of a similar construction like "linguistics," "mathematics," "aesthetics," and so forth demonstrate that in modern English usage there is a four Jackson's diagnosis of"folkloristics as a noun that has no existence in the singular" is not his own. Rather, it has entered the canon of dictionaries. Webster's Third New International Dictionary describes words of similar morphology as "noun, plural, usually singular in construction" (1961:1317, 1393, 1749) . Indeed, we usually say that "mathematics is a science," or, to quote the The aesthetic, not grammatical, difficulty with the word "folkloristics" results from the fact that, contra Jackson, this is not "a noun with a double adjective suffix" (1985:99), but rather a noun with a triple suffixation: the morpheme [ist] to mark an agent (noun), the morpheme [ic] to mark an adjective, and the nominalizing morpheme [s] . In that regard I can concur with Jackson that, to the best of my knowledge, "no other discipline has a word quite like it" (1985:99), except, of course "linguistics" which Jackson suggests is the model for our own neologism to begin with (1985:95) . Indeed, in most substantive and abstract nouns there are two separate rather than consecutively co-occurring suffixes, for the agent and the discipline. For example: mathematician/mathematics, aesthetician/aesthetics. Those words that accept the suffix [ist] to form an agent have an alternative nominalizing morpheme for the discipline or the profession. [ist] and [ry] as in "dentist" and "dentistry."
But the uniqueness of "folkloristics" and "linguistics" does not make either word matically inappropriate construction. Rather "folkloristics" is not only a grammatical fo as demonstrated above, but it also makes common semantic sense. The adjective "fo refers to the subject matter of the discipline, and hence "folklorics" would have been re conveying the object of research as the term "folklore" itself does. Therefore, the omi the morpheme [ic] rather than the addition of the morphemes [s] nominalizes the adjec the other hand "folkloristic" designates that which folklorists do and therefore "folkl denotes the practice of folklorists. 
